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Book. New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann
knows exactly what makes hearts race and pulses pound: peril
and passion. No one succeeds more brilliantly at blending these
exhilarating elements in breathtaking novels of men and women
forced to grapple with the deepest emotions and the highest
risks. And there s no better proof than her new novel of
suspense: Hot Target aims to thrill on every level. Like most men
of action, Navy SEAL Chief Cosmo Richter never learned how to
take a vacation. So when he finds himself facing a month s
leave, he offers his services to Troubleshooters Incorporated.
Founded by a former SEAL, the private-sector security firm is a
major player in the ongoing war against terrorism, known for
carrying out covert missions too volatile for official U.S. military
action. But the first case Richter takes on is anything but under
the radar. High-profile maverick movie producer Jane Mercedes
Chadwick hasn t quite completed her newest film, but she s
already courting controversy. The World War II epic frankly
portrays the homosexuality of a real-life hero...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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